The use of resolvases T4 endonuclease VII and T7 endonuclease I in mutation detection.
Mutation and polymorphism detection is of increasing importance in the field of molecular genetics. This is reflected by the plethora of chemical, enzymatic, and physically based methods of mutation detection. The ideal method would detect mutations in large fragments of DNA and position them to single base-pair (bp) accuracy. Few methods are able to quickly screen kilobase lengths of DNA and position the mutation at the same time. The Enzyme Mismatch Cleavage (EMC) method of mutation detection is able to reliably detect nearly 100% of mutations in DNA fragments as large as 2 kb and position them to within 6 bp. This method exploits the activity of a resolvase enzyme from T4, T4 endonuclease VII, and, more recently, a second bacteriophage resolvase, T7 endonuclease I. The technique uses these enzymes to digest heteroduplex DNA formed by annealing wild-type and mutant DNA. Digestion fragments indicate the presence, and the position, of any mutations. The method is robust and reliable and much faster and cheaper than sequencing. These attributes have resulted in its increasing use in the field of mutation detection.